
A Solid foundation for NHS Data

NHS data must be reliable, accurate and defensible. Well founded, 

Trusts are dependent upon resource intensive manual processes 
and mixed reporting tools that makes reporting complex, 
inconsistent and laborious.

The Bedrock NHS Data Warehouse delivers reliability, uses less 

the foundations to report and analyse quickly whilst providing 
dependable performance. Whether it be inpatients, outpatients, 
bed management and even HR. 

Is 2019 the year for a new foundation for your growth and 
success? Build it on BedRock.

DATA WAREHOUSING
FOR THE NHS

When is the time to 
look at your reporting?

• Organisational mergers or 
restructuring

• PAS replacement
• Consistent failing reporting
• Lost income
• 
• A need to drive innovation from 

data

Finance 
• 

on your phone or desktop
• 

test rules and agreements
• Manage charge allocation in 

near real time
• Improve planning with early 

indicators and automated 
budgeting 

• Detailed data for every level 
including, patient, clinician and 
department

Informatics
• Deliver statutory and regulatory 

returns fast and error free
• Automatic and immediate KPI 

reporting to mobile or desktop
• Manage data quality for 

accurate SUS, faster and with 
less resource

• Faster ad hoc analysis with 
always-on reporting 24x7

• Simplify and improve RTT 
production

Operations
• Access live bed state and A&E 

breaches data 
• Produce interactive board 

packs as often as needed
• Streamline waiting list 

optimisation
• Fast and low resource RTT 

pathways management
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warehouse at a fraction of the cost of many older systems.

Designed to simplify data management, this high-performance 
application makes processes and reporting faster and more 
reliable. Large updates can run in minutes and the data is always 
available 24/7, enabling accurate and reproducible reporting to 
mobile and desktop users.

Solution

Bedrock NHS Data Warehouse delivers regulatory and statutory 
reports, commissioner data and returns as well as the board pack 

and accuracy.

The Bedrock Data Warehouse application allows you to combine 
NHS England Rules and your local rules, so you can quickly 

with ease, to ensure fast, accurate and optimal reporting while 
freeing up time and resources.

The Bedrock tool comprises an on-site or cloud-based data 
warehouse solution that can be fully implemented in just a matter 
of months.  The solution has specialist high performance data 
ingestion with data stored and presented in the format you need 
for your tools.

is available in modular units that can be used as a complete end-
to-end solution or integrated with an existing system.

Why Trustmarque and 
Bedrock?

Bedrock Data Warehousing has been 
designed and built by NHS and data 
warehousing experts. With over 12 
years of NHS experience and 17 
years of data warehouse experience, 
Bedrock Data Warehousing is an 

the real issues of resources and 
complexity for NHS organisations. The 
team at Bedrock has vast experience 
of delivering data warehouse services 
to NHS Trusts, ranging from rural 
community, mental health trusts and 
large complex acute Trusts.

Trustmarque is one of the largest 
and most consistent suppliers of IT 
software and services to the NHS for 
over 30 years. Combined with our in-
depth technology and Microsoft Azure 
skills, assets and experience, we can 

to complement the skills of Bedrock.

Book your Data Warehousing session

Our Data Warehousing session will demonstrate how Bedrock Data Warehousing can 

Take control of your data.

BOOK NOW

“We reduced our 
resources by over 
80% to get our 
returns completed.”

NHS Trust in England  
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